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The coronavirus is real, but the shock is a fabrication.

The  WHO  proclaimed  a  “pandemic”  prematurely,  without  sufficient  evidence,  no  doubt
influenced  by  “vested  interests”.

How do we know this?

The UK government recently proclaimed that

“more is  known about COVID-19, the public health bodies in the UK have
reviewed the most up to date information about COVID-19 against the UK HCID
criteria. They have determined that several features have now changed; in
particular, more information is available about mortality rates (low overall),
and  there  is  now  greater  clinical  awareness  and  a  specific  and  sensitive
laboratory  test,  the  availability  of  which  continues  to  increase.”  (1)

The information from “Public Health England” is, apparently, being suppressed.

One of the “solutions” to the WHO-fabricated shock has been to “helicopter” (2) money into
a broken financial system.

But  root  causes  are  being ignored.  The predatory  doctrine  of  neoliberalism should  be
identified as  the  failure  that  it  is.  The evisceration  of  the  public  sphere,  deregulation,  and
hyper privatisations schemes, hallmarks of neoliberalism, are among the root causes.

As happened after  the shock of  9/11,  emergency legislation will  be passed which will
exacerbate the cancer of the current political economy which serves the ruling, billionaire
class to the detriment of us all.

We need to push back and use this shock to demand a more socially-oriented, democratic
political  economy  that  rejects  both  militarism  and  neoliberalism.  Ironically,  but  not
surprisingly, the countries best able to respond to the current shock, notably China and
Cuba, are both being sanctioned and undermined by the Western oligarch class.

*
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Notes

(1) GOV.UK, “High consequence infectious diseases (HCID).” Updated 21 March, 2020.
(https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid?fbclid=IwAR3IevitiWljJXNzFy3
aQJr4TisgkVKLCMtewtMb8RFdjCQJEHjf6YjL8QA#status-of-covid-19 ) Accessed 25 March, 2020.

(2) Alastair Crooke, ” ‘Helicopter Money’: This Is the Game-Changer Geo-Politically.” 23 March, 2020.
(
https://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2020/03/23/helicopter-money-this-is-the-game-changer-geo-poli
tically/?fbclid=IwAR1vbUuVFckx47c3Pq8BpkO6m0BIB2oSnM9G2tvORk41uz-clW7yayqNjrg) Accessed 25
March, 2020.
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